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ISME, the Irish Small & Medium Enterprises Association recommends that the following four areas, 

(Competitiveness, Innovation, Entrepreneurship & Training) affecting SMEs be prioritised in the Action 

Plan for Jobs 2017. 

The Association has made further recommendations to the Minister for Finance in our Pre-Budget 

Submission 2017 and in other submissions which are not captured here. 

Summary of Recommendations 
Theme: COMPETITIVENESS 

ISME recommends that the NCC, in addition to tracking actual SME costs and competitiveness, targets 
for their reduction be set and strict timeline be put in place in specific international rankings. Energy 
costs and transport costs are the two costs after labour costs which are important to most SMEs but 
their actual costs are ‘lost’ in the aggregates produced currently, leading to a mistrust of ‘government 
figures’. 

Theme: Innovation 

ISME recommend that the existing €5000 innovation vouchers (Max €12,500) should be extended to 
€25,000 to ensure more meaningful development is carried out by SMEs and by third level institutions 
on their behalf.  

 

An in-depth review of the obstacles hindering businesses from trading online must be conducted and 
published. 

 

ISME recommends increased promotion of the Online Voucher Scheme and also an expansion of the 
scheme beyond the promised 2000 vouchers. ISME also believes that the eligibility criteria of the scheme 
should be relaxed to allow companies with up to 50 employees rather than the current maximum of 10.  

Theme: Competitiveness 

ISME recommends the reintroduction of a redundancy rebate, which was reduced and then abolished 
by the previous government.  
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Theme: Entrepreneurship 

ISME recommends that Government stipulate in all IDA and Enterprise Ireland contracts with MNCs that 
a certain number of linkages be formed, with specific outcomes in Tech Transfer, Business Education & 
Mentoring, Introductions to global buyers, supply chain engagement etc. This will be part of the quid 
pro quo of grants and other assistance. The department must champion this, to include IDA, EI, LEOs 
and business representative bodies. 

Theme: Competitiveness, Disruptive Reform, Delivering Skills,  

ISME recommends a significant and properly resourced awareness campaign to generate demand for 
management development programmes. (No mentions of ‘financial literacy’ etc., which insult and 
disengage the very people who will benefit. 

 

ISME recommends the greater use of properly vetted Mentors for SME training/mentoring which are 
carried out in-house in conjunction with ‘normal’ classroom based training. We would recommend a 
ratio of 2:1, classroom to mentoring. 

 

ISME recommends that all SMEs be encouraged to use’ Identification of Training Needs Analysis’ (ITN). 
This can be done by training an existing staff member or using external actors. An incentive could be 
introduced whereby a larger grant or subsidy is achievable by those enterprises who use and 
demonstrate the use of ITNs.  

 

To ensure a good match initially between supply and demand, a SME Management Development Group 
should be established under the aegis of the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation to ensure 
that the available training programmes adequately cater for the needs of SME owner/managers. 

 

Deliver a Step-Change in SME Management Development across Micro, Small and Medium enterprises 
through a properly funded National Programme of Management Excellence. The challenge should be 
put to each  LEO that they guide a minimum of six (6) small enterprises through a Lean or its equivalent 
training programme in 2017, delivering opportunities for scaling, diversification, strengthening 
management capabilities and exporting potential. This project needs to be properly funded and 
promoted so that the “hard to get” SME owners and managers are brought into the training network. 

Improving the Business Environment  

Competitiveness 
Ireland's decreasing cost competitiveness is a huge concern for SMEs. Our open economy relies far too 
heavily on exports and global competition for us to allow our competitiveness to be eroded. Government 
must act now to address this issue and to reduce the unsustainable cost base that is crippling SMEs 

The National Competitiveness Council must track actual SME costs separately from the costs of larger 
companies as the two are not comparable. Analysing all costs in aggregate leads to a distorted view of the 
cost burden being borne by SMEs. We need to be weary of cost-creep and the subsequent impact that 
has on competitiveness. 

ISME recommends that the NCC, in addition to tracking actual SME costs and competitiveness, targets 
for their reduction be set and strict timeline be put in place in specific international rankings. Energy 
costs and transport costs are the two costs after labour costs which are important to most SMEs but 
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their actual costs are ‘lost’ in the aggregates produced currently, leading to a mistrust of ‘government 
figures’. 

Innovation 
SMEs often view R+D and innovation as being beyond their scope. It is seen as a ‘big business’ activity that 
is too costly and cumbersome for SMEs to engage in. Ireland’s enterprise RD&I expenditure is dominated 
by foreign owned firms. In 2012, only 33% of RD&I expenditure was by indigenous business. There are 
low levels of collaboration between businesses and higher education institutions. Irelands share of 
businesses involved in new product and development of services research is low in comparison with other 
countries. This must change if Ireland is to become a truly innovative and progressive business 
environment.  

ISME recommends that the following initiatives be prioritised in APJ 2017: 

Innovation Voucher Scheme  
The Innovation voucher scheme has had limited success due to a lack of promotion. Greater SME 
involvement in R&D can be achieved by streamlining more and better focused efforts to promote 
cooperation between industry and researchers.  

ISME recommend that the existing €5000 innovation vouchers (Max €12,500) should be extended to 
€25,000 to ensure more meaningful development is carried out by SMEs and by third level institutions 
on their behalf.  

Bringing SMEs Online 
Internet shopping is now a huge, and rapidly increasing, industry. Online retailers have the advantage of 
easily targeting a wider geographic area and a wider audience. Online retailers often operate solely from 
warehouses and do not require expensive retail units in which to display their wares. Traditional Retail 
businesses find it difficult to compete with these lean cost models. The solution, of course, is to develop 
a website and complement shop sales with online sales. Unfortunately, this requires a speedy and reliable 
broadband infrastructure, something we are still waiting for, and an initial cash injection to commence 
trading online. Retailing has evolved to a point where people expect to view products online prior to 
visiting a store. Consumers also expect to order online and collect in store or to have fast delivery of goods. 
The stores that survive in the coming years will be the ones that adapt to the evolving world of retail now, 
in order to meet their customer’s expectations in the future.  
 
We often hear rhetoric discussing the opportunities for growth that exist for businesses who embrace the 
world of internet sales. However, we are also aware of the alarmingly low numbers of Irish businesses 
who are actually engaging in online selling at present. We need to understand the reasons behind this as 
it is not enough to simply draw conclusions based on assumptions and anecdotal evidence. Irish 
businesses are lagging behind in the digital revolution and many now face a difficult game of catch-up.  
 

An in-depth review of the obstacles hindering businesses from trading online must be conducted and 
published. 

 
We need to know if it is simply a lack of finances, expertise, interest or understanding that is holding 
businesses back from developing an online presence or if other issues are posing a problem. It is clear that 
there is a problem with regard to Irish businesses getting themselves online so we need to fully 
understand the reasons for this. Only then will we be able to implement successful initiatives and training 
to redress the problem.  
 
The Online Trading Vouchers launched as part of the National Digital Strategy should potentially get more 
businesses online but the low number and alarmingly slow roll out of these has meant the scheme has 
been ineffective thus far.  
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ISME recommends increased promotion of the Online Voucher Scheme and also an expansion of the 
scheme beyond the promised 2000 vouchers. ISME also believes that the eligibility criteria of the scheme 
should be relaxed to allow companies with up to 50 employees rather than the current maximum of 10.  

 
Government needs to prioritise this issue immediately. We are an export-focused economy that is 
allowing the vast majority of businesses to miss out on the e-retailing and export opportunities offered 
by trading online. Further to this, and at a more basic level than the need for online retailing, is the 
requirement to improve computer literacy in Irish businesses. Further training and training grants are 
needed for business owners in order to assist them in utilizing technology to grow their business.  

Entrepreneurship 
Entrepreneurs are the lifeblood of the economy and the commitment and hard work of people owning, 
running and working in SMEs have contributed greatly to the current turnaround in Ireland’s economic 
fortunes. The economy is growing, stability is being restored and we now have the opportunity to have 
more people in work in Ireland by 2020 than ever before. SME’s are at the heart of this growth. 

We in ISME would like to see Government initiate a programme of ‘cultural change’ towards 
entrepreneurship. Too often entrepreneurs are wrongly perceived in a negative light. This must change. 
The efforts of real entrepreneurs, who risk their own resources, create businesses and jobs, must be 
recognised and rewarded, and this is true both for policymakers at all levels and for society at large. 

SME’s throughout the Country are central to the recovery and are central to the realisation of 
opportunities. SMEs comprise 99.7 per cent of all employer firms and account for almost 70 per cent of 
private sector employment. SMEs are also key for the creation of new jobs: 67 per cent of all new jobs 
created in Ireland are in businesses which are in the first five years of existence. 

Entrepreneurs are motivated by opportunities where they perceive that the potential rewards outweigh 
the risks.  

The Association has a large number of recommendations to encourage entrepreneurship in Ireland and 
has made many submissions on these in the past. However, our key recommendations in this area for APJ 
2017 are: 

Redundancy Payments. 

Amendments have recently been made to the redundancy rebate. Budget 2012 reduced the redundancy 
rebate from 60 per cent to 15 per cent for redundancies where the date of dismissal occurred in 2012, 
while from January 1st 2013 the employer statutory redundancy rebate was abolished. In situations where 
the employer is unable to pay or refuses or fails to pay the statutory redundancy, the employee can apply 
for direct payment from the Social Insurance Fund.  

The removal of the rebate has made the redundancy process more expensive for employers. Furthermore, 
when the economic cycle enters the next downturn and redundancies escalate again, businesses will be 
less likely to survive the downturn without the rebate. 

If young SMEs are to survive near-terminal mistakes, or fluctuating demand, they need to be able to 
reduce staff costs quickly and cheaply when necessary. The contingent cost of redundancy if the business 
was to experience a downturn or failure is a big concern and can be a huge drain for a small company. 
Large severance packages also make it much harder for start-ups to recruit the professional managers 
that can take them into the big league. Experienced executives are loath to forgo such reassuring goodies 
by resigning. 

Surely every encouragement should be put in place to create jobs and take people off the dole even if, 
sometimes, that period of employment is finite.  
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ISME recommends the reintroduction of a redundancy rebate, which was reduced and then abolished 
by the previous government.  

Multi-National Companies and SME Linkages 

The potential for increased linkages between indigenous SMEs and MNCs is not being exploited to the 
full. 

Unlike larger economies, Ireland’s domestic demand will never get us out of the recession and therefore 
‘exports’ is the name of the game. Our main exporters are large multinationals, as a result of the IDA’s 
excellent campaign over the years in attracting FDI. Therein also lies the weakness, as their ties to the 
country are weak and shifts in markets, costs and consumer preferences can drive these multinationals 
elsewhere. 

We are not doing enough to gain experience from these foreign owned firms through linkages as a quid 
pro quo for the grants distributed. It wouldn’t take much to insist that for each grant aided project, Irish 
talent in local SMEs be mentored in a two-way manner, by taking them into the multinational and/or 
seconding foreign talent into the SME for a specified duration. 

The linkage need not necessarily be within the same industrial sector and, while manufacturing is the 
most obvious, it is time that more emphasis was placed on Ireland’s own comparative advantages, such 
as ‘green’ agribusiness and tourism, both excellent export markets. 

While the SME recipient company should have a business plan and an idea of how to use the Link, it is 
important that the recipient not be confined to Enterprise Ireland clients but open to all. 

This type of Linkage is an unexploited opportunity on the domestic industry’s own doorstep which can be 
introduced relatively quickly and inexpensively and will certainly help tackle the issue of insufficient 
management expertise at SME level. 

ISME recommends that Government stipulate in all IDA and Enterprise Ireland contracts with MNCs that 
a certain number of linkages be formed, with specific outcomes in Tech Transfer, Business Education & 
Mentoring, Introductions to global buyers, supply chain engagement etc. This will be part of the quid 
pro quo of grants and other assistance. The department must champion this, to include IDA, EI, LEOs 
and business representative bodies. 

Education and Training  

Management Training in SMEs 

The performance – and even the survival – of a small business depends in large measure on the 
competence and capability of its management. Many studies have shown a strong association between 
management practice and enterprise performance, in terms of productivity, profitability and sales growth. 
SMEs are engaging in management training and development only to a very limited extent, for reasons of 
time and cost, but also because the available management training programmes are not perceived to be 
relevant to the needs of small businesses, and seem to be more appropriate for management in large 
companies. 

 Small business owner/managers also need help in assessing their management development needs, so 
that they can identify and participate in the most appropriate programmes. Assessment methods could 
range from management quizzes in the business and sectoral press to customised, interactive diagnostic 
toolkits delivered on the internet. The content and form of these assessment instruments should be 
agreed with the small business representative organisations.  

ISME recommends a significant and properly resourced awareness campaign to generate demand for 
management development programmes. (No mentions of ‘financial literacy’ etc., which insult and 
disengage the very people who will benefit. 
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The campaign should use sectorally based case studies, and use all media – National, local & trade press, 
local and national radio, TV etc. to reach as broad a small business audience as possible. The campaign 
should be organised by the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, in concert with the 
Department of Education & Skills and the small business representative organisations. 

In ISME we have found that owner/managers were unwilling and ‘unable’ (their own perception) to be 
involved in the traditional ‘talk & chalk’ management courses, mainly due to perceptions of relevance to 
their needs and, to a lesser extent, time constraints and cost. 

ISME recommends the greater use of properly vetted Mentors for SME training/mentoring which are 
carried out in-house in conjunction with ‘normal’ classroom based training. We would recommend a 
ratio of 2:1, classroom to mentoring. 

 

ISME recommends that all SMEs be encouraged to use’ Identification of Training Needs Analysis’ (ITN). 
This can be done by training an existing staff member or using external actors. An incentive could be 
introduced whereby a larger grant or subsidy is achievable by those enterprises who use and 
demonstrate the use of ITNs.  

Ensuring an adequate and appropriate supply of training  

Many SME owner/managers feel – rightly or wrongly – that the available training options are not relevant 
to their needs. In order to assess the current provision of management development programmes, an 
audit of current offerings should be undertaken. To ensure that owner/managers are directed to the most 
appropriate courses, a full inventory of training options should be made available on a Website, which 
should be maintained. 

To ensure a good match initially between supply and demand, a SME Management Development Group 
should be established under the aegis of the Department of Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation to ensure 
that the available training programmes adequately cater for the needs of SME owner/managers. 

We have seen some progress with regard to different measures to increase management development 
participation. Skillnets have set up ManagementWorks as part of APJ 2012. The LEOs are also involved to 
some extent in ‘Accelerate’, which includes mentoring support. Enterprise Ireland has offerings for its own 
client base.  

Deliver a Step-Change in SME Management Development across Micro, Small and Medium enterprises 
through a properly funded National Programme of Management Excellence. The challenge should be 
put to each  LEO that they guide a minimum of six (6) small enterprises through a Lean or its equivalent 
training programme in 2017, delivering opportunities for scaling, diversification, strengthening 
management capabilities and exporting potential. This project needs to be properly funded and 
promoted so that the “hard to get” SME owners and managers are brought into the training network. 

This will be measured against criteria such as Employment increase, Productivity uplift, Enterprise Scale 
achievement, increase in enterprise innovation and exporting/foreign revenue earnings. There will also 
be a requirement to see increases in enterprise start-ups and SME survival rates. 

Further measurement will be the raising of the standard of management in Irish SMEs to the level of best 
international practice, as measured by the OECD, by 2020. 

Responsibility: DJEI, DES, relevant State Agencies and SME representative organisations. 


